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Abstract
Due to size and heterogeneity of large information spaces,
methods of data processing use metadata as their main
source for their tasks. Usage of already created metadata
decreases necessity of raw data preprocessing and it in-
creases efficiency of data processing methods. But large
information spaces as the Web or especially source code
repositories are not stable. Information stored in them are
modified continuously. These modifications affect quality
of metadata.

In our work we challenge the problem of metadata man-
agement for large information spaces, while we focus to
three main goals: (I) proposition of a metadata model
suitable for information exchange and efficient metadata
maintenance; (II) proposition of scalable metadata repos-
itory which respects characteristics the metadata model;
(III) approach to medatada maintenance which keep meta-
data valid and consistent.

To fulfil these goals we propose novel metadata represen-
tation via information tags as class of descriptive meta-
data. We also proposed information tags model based
on standardized Open Annotation model and information
tags repository which provides effective access to infor-
mation tag for main information tags use cases. We ad-
dress metadata maintenance via proposition of robust lo-
cation descriptor for anchoring information tags to source
code and the maintenance approach based on querying a
stream of events about tagged content.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online
Information Services—Data sharing ; D.2.8 [Software En-
gineering]: Metrics
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1. Information Tags
Large information spaces like the Web or information
spaces of software houses are create by humans with the
main idea to share information to humans. So resources
of these information spaces are structured with focus to
readability and understandability by humans. In spite of
this, these information spaces are not directly accessed by
humans but they are processed by systems with the goal
to make information accessible to humans. But only di-
rect presenting resources to humans is often not enough
and systems have to be able to find correct, requested
information. To fulfil goals like this, systems have to pro-
cess resources to obtain new information or knowledge
from information spaces. In this cases it is not efficient
for systems to directly process resources but they use de-
scriptive metadata (describe resources with information
identifying resources [4], e.g. titles of web-page) with pre-
viously obtained information about resources.

In the case of the Web is this problem addressed by the
Semantic Web initiative, which stores descriptive meta-
data in ontologies [13] and maps them to web-pages via
semantic links[1], microdata1 or microformats2, that are
stored directly in web-pages. Although this solution can
be generalized to other domains, it has to deal with the
problem of instability of information spaces. Resources of
information spaces are continuously created, modified and
removed from information spaces. All these modifications
leads to necessity of updating ontologies and references to
them, what is in case of ontologies often problematic and
it is ineffective to process all resources if they do not con-
tain reference to updated parts of ontologies.

We address this problem by proposition of information
tags as subset of descriptive metadata with semantic re-
lations to a tagged content. We define information tags
are defined by triplet (Type, Anchoring, Body) [2, 8]:

• Type – defines a type and a meaning of the informa-
tion tag;

• Anchoring – identifies the tagged information arti-
fact;

1http://www.w3.org/TR/microdata/
2http://microformats.org/
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Figure 1: Examples of simple information tags in a human-readable format. An arrow and a highlighted
text represent anchoring, the first word defines a type and the second word represents a body of an
infor-mation tag.

• Body – represents a structured information, the struc-
ture of which corresponds to the type of the infor-
mation tag.

An information tag is a tag which contains structured
machine-readable information which tags information ar-
tifact with its property, e.g. number of words in a para-
graph, type of phrase, number of downloads or visits of
some resource (see Figure 1). As a result information tags
can describe the whole resource in detail with its global
(e.g., the topic of the resource) and partial (e.g., a num-
ber of clicks on hyperlinks in the resource) properties that
can be used for various purposes such as comparing doc-
uments or mining new information.

Main advantage of information tags is their independence
from tagged resources. All informations stored in infor-
mation tags can be used without necessity to access re-
sources and information tags directly reference tagged re-
sources so edits of resources do not affect references to
them.

2. Information Tags Model and Repository
An information tag is a triplet of a body, an anchoring
to an information artifact and a type. These features are
common with human annotations, so information tags can
be modelled as annotations. Annotations’ “data struc-
ture” has quite long history and so several annotation
models have been standardized. A problem is that anno-
tation models have not been proposed with the require-
ment to efficiency of annotation maintenance by reason
that maintenance of a freeform, human-readable body is
too complex task.

To supply acceptable information tags model, we based
the information tags model on existing the Open Annota-
tions Model [11]. The Open Annotation Model has been
proposed by wide Open Annotation community and it
provides lot of possibilities that covers almost all require-
ments of different types of annotations. Since an infor-
mation tag is not so complex data structure as general
annotation and we have to respect specific requirements

of information tags repository âĂŞ efficient access, effi-
cient maintenance, ease of a use and scalability [9], we
have lightened the Open Annotation Model (we have re-
tained only inevitable elements) and redesigned the model
to the object model.

Based on this redesign of the model we are able to store
information tags in scalable document databases. These
databases give as possibility to manipulate with informa-
tion tags as with whole units and we do not have to re-
quest multiple RDF triplets. On the other side it decrease
inference possibilities of the Open Annotation Model. We
deal with this problem by proposition of SPARQL query
processing algorithm base on MapReduce programming
model. By evaluation of this algorithm we proved, that
it has performance comparable with native RDF reposi-
tories [9].

3. Information Tags Maintenance
We split the problem of information tags maintenance to
two independent sub-problems:

• Maintenance of information tag anchors – informa-
tion tags refers parts of resources, so when tagged re-
sources have been changed, these references should
be repaired;

• Maintenance of information tag bodies – bodies of
information tags contains main information so they
are the most sensitive to changes in information
spaces.

3.1 Maintenance of Information Tags Anchors
Repairing metadata anchoring after a modification of doc-
uments belongs to basic problems of the metadata main-
tenance. The complexity of this maintenance is anchor-
ing descriptor dependent. In case of textual documents,
a popular anchoring descriptor is based on column and
line indexes that characterize metadata position in a doc-
ument. The descriptor based on indexes is easily inter-
pretable, but it is very sensitive to changes in documents,
that can affect metadata positions in three ways [7]:
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• Without a change – a document has been modified
after metadata anchoring position;

• Simple shift – a document has been modified be-
fore metadata anchoring position. This modification
causes simple shifting metadata to new position;

• Complex modification – a document has been mod-
ified on the place, where metadata is anchored. In
this case, a determination of new position may be
complicated and a resolution whether metadata still
have original meaning or they have to be updated
or deleted has to be made.

In case of textual documents there are many solutions to
this problem, e.g. SGDOM based anchoring [5] or tree-
based descriptors [3, 6]. But there is no specialized solu-
tion for source code, which respect source code character-
istics, support real-time interpreting anchors and direct
comparison of anchors. For this reason we analyzes more
than 60,000 C# source code files and identified their char-
acteristics that can be utilized for proposition of robust
location descriptor for source code [9].

We propose descriptor, which consist of index location
decriptor and context based descriptor. The index loca-
tion descriptors are directly comparable and can be re-
solved effectively, if the tagged source code has not been
modified. On the other side the context-based descrip-
tor is robust to source code modification. For interpret-
ing the context based descriptor we proposed algorithm
which combines tokenization and string similarity algo-
rithms with Smith-Waterman algorithm. This combina-
tion of algorithms allows real-time interpreting even after
complex source code modifications [9].

3.2 Maintenance of Information Tags Bodies
Maintenance of information tags bodies has to react to
all types of changes in characteristics of resources of in-
formation systems. In general we can define structural,
semantic and empirical characteristics of resources. To
which characteristic information tags are sensitive, de-
pends on types of information tags. E.g. when an infor-
mation tag contains LLOC source code metric, simple re-
naming tagged class does not affects the information tag.
But if an information tag contains number of views of the
class, the information tags is affected even by scrolling in
a source code file.

We reflect this diversity by proposition of the tagger [10],
which transforms users’ and systems’ activities over re-
sources of information space to a stream of events in form
of linked steam data [12]. After that the tagger queried
the stream and executes maintaining actions after obtain-
ing results of stream queries.

4. Conclusions and contributions
In the dissertation thesis we discussed problems of meta-
data management for large information spaces. As main
problem we identify invalidation of medata caused by in-
stability of information spaces. A solution of this problem
we split to four main contributions of the thesis:

• Information tags – we proposed novel representation
of descriptive metadata, that is natural for systems.
This representation is independent from described

resources what fulfils initial requirement of effective
metadata maintenance.

• Information tags repository – to utilize contribu-
tions of information tags, we proposed information
tags repository based on MongoDB that stores in-
formation tags in the model based on the standard-
ized Open Annotation Model. This in combination
of proposed SPARQL query processing algorithm
guarantees integration possibility with existing sys-
tems.

• Robust descriptor for source code – information tags
reference tagged information artifact via robust de-
scriptors. For this reason we proposed robust loca-
tion descriptor and its interpreting algorithm, which
is able to identify tagged source code artifact in real-
time.

• Stream-based metadata maintenance – to keep in-
formation tag space valid and consistent we pro-
posed method for creating, updating and removing
information tags based on querying steam of events
about users and systems actions over information
spaces. The method executed necessary mainte-
nance actions after receiving results from stream
queries.

We evaluate contributions of our work in the domain of
the project PerConIK3 (Personalized Conveying of Information
and Knowledge). In the project we used proposed meth-
ods for management of metadata about source codes. We
deploy implemented repository as main information store
in the PerConIK architecture. The tagger continuously
processed stream of developers’ activities in IDEs (Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio and Eclipse) and web browsers and
source code changes from git repositories.

In addition we proposed set of information tag types for
developers, that can be used by developers for manual tag-
ging of source code [10]. These tags are proposed mainly
for reviewing source code. To support this process we de-
velop system CodeReview4 (see Figure 2), that has been
used in school course Team project for two years.
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